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Introduction 
The LUX Entity Management feature allows you to create entity objects from event data flowing 
through a LUX instance (regardless of rules) and further augment those entities with track data 
(e.g., geo-location over time) and other event data attributes as well as discover and create 
relationships between entities and add attributes to those relationships. A simple example is a 
bus entity that is a particular vehicle, a route entity that is an established route over which buses 
regularly travel, and a bus-route relationship representing a specific bus entity travelling over a 
specific route for a given period of time. 
 
The Entity Management feature requires configuration of the LUX Engine and LUX UI for the 
specific entities, relationships and attributes that are desired. This document informs the user 
how to accomplish such a configuration. 

Configuring the Engine 
The principal engine Entity Management component is the EntityManagerEnrichment plugin. 
This plugin creates entities and relationships from streams, on the basis of the presence of an 
event in the stream that matches the parameters configured for the stream. Other engine 
plugins can also produce and attribute entities and relationships. These are identified in the 
“Engine and Plugins Configuration Guide”, and follow the same principles as explained in this 
document for the EntityManagerEnrichment plugin. 
 
Create an enrichment plugin of type 
icg.engine.enrichment.entity.manager.EntityManagerEnrichment . 
 
A single instance of this enrichment can handle multiple different types of entities in different 
streams. Conversely, there are reasons why you might want to create multiple instances of the 
EntityManagerEnrichment, chief among them is if you need to use a GeoAnalyticFilter 
(discussed later in this document). 
 
The EntityManagerEnrichment has many parameters, discussed in the following 
subsections. 

Configuring the Engine Database Connection 
There is a single configuration file that establishes how the EntityManagerEnrichment (and any 
other engine plugin configured to do entity management)  accesses the entity store.  This is the 
file: 

EngineMain/data/conf/entity_manager_datastore.properties 
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This file contains the following properties: 
● “storage_class” (this is always “icg.engine.entity.store.mongo.MongoERStore”) 
● "mongo_url" (this is the host address of the mongo entity database, e.g. 

"demo2db2.icgsolutions.com" or "192.168.0.123") 
● "mongo_port" (almost always 27017) 
● "mongo_db" (the database name within mongo, usually "lux") 
● "mongo_username" (the mongo username credential, usually “lux”) 
● "mongo_password" (the mongo password credential, usually “lux”) 
● "create_indexes" (should be "true", but could be set to "false" if a db admin had reason 

to implement an alternative indexing scheme) 
● “entity_expire_after_seconds” sets the entity expiration (or entity time-to-live) in seconds. 
● “track_expire_after_seconds” sets the track expiration in seconds. 
● “track_block_size_millis” should be set to “3600000” 
● “entity_id_cache_enabled” should be set to “true” 
● “entity_update_buffer_enabled” should be set to “true” 
● “entity_update_buffer_max_size” should be set to “1000”. 
● “entity_update_buffer_max_age_millis” should be set to “2000”. 

 
Example entity_manager_datastore.properties file 

 

Configuring an EntityManagerEnrichment 
An instance of the EntityManagerEnrichment is created for each EntityManagerEnrichment xml 
file that is named a line in the the EngineMain/data/conf/enrichments.xml file, similar to the 
following: 
 <enrichment_file>enrichments/entity_manager.xml</enrichment_file> 

 

You may configure one or more EntityManagerEnrichments on a LUX Engine instance. An 
EntityManagerEnrichment creates entities and possibly relationships for the events that it 
processes. Begin by declaring a stream_in tag for every stream that the 
EntityManagerEnrichment is to monitor for events and/or relationships:: 
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storage_class=icg.engine.entity.store.mongo.MongoERStore 

mongo_url=demo2db2.icgsolutions.com 

mongo_username=lux 

mongo_password=lux 

mongo_port=27017 

mongo_db=lux 

create_indexes=true 

entity_expire_after_seconds=432000 

track_expire_after_seconds=432000 

track_block_size_millis=3600000 

entity_id_cache_enabled=true 

entity_update_buffer_enabled=true 

entity_update_buffer_max_size=1000 

entity_update_buffer_max_age_millis=2000 



● <stream_in>stream_name_1</stream_in> 
● <stream_in>stream_name_1</stream_in> 
● <stream_in>...</stream_in> 

Configuring an EntityManagerEnrichment for an Entity 
An Entity is a uniquely identified object in some reality (e.g., the twitterverse, the WMATA Bus 
system, etc.). 
 
An EntityManagerEnrichment file contains a section for each entity to be defined. Begin defining 
an entity by naming the entity type. The entity type must be unique. Add the following property: 
 

● “ee1.entity_type” with a value that is the name of the entity (e.g., “Bus”). 
 
Each subsequent entity type should increment the numeric suffix; e.g., ee2, ee3, etc. 
 
Add the following properties to define an entity evaluator that will monitor a stream for entities of 
the given type: 
 

● "entity_evaluator_class.1" with the value 
"icg.engine.enrichment.entity.manager.entity.UniqueIDEntityEvaluator" (or the much less 
common "icg.engine.enrichment.entity.manager.entity.UniqueIDHitsEntityEvaluator" 
used when entities are in the event hits array.) 

● "entity_evaluator_stream.1" with a value that is the name of the event stream that this 
type of entity will be extracted from. The value should match the value of one of the 
<stream_in> elements. 

 
Repeat the above for each type of entity defined, but increment the suffix number for each 
entity. So, for example, if you wish to have 3 different types of entities, you would add 3 pairs of 
properties, "entity_evaluator_class.1" and "entity_evaluator_stream.1", 
"entity_evaluator_class.2" and "entity_evaluator_stream.2", and "entity_evaluator_class.3" and 
"entity_evaluator_stream.3". 
 
You can have more than one entity type coming from the same stream. You will need a 
separate “entity_type”, "entity_evaluator_class.n" and "entity_evaluator_stream.n" pair for each 
entity type, but you only need one <stream_in> element per stream. 
 
For each entity type, you will also configure a set of entity properties, whose names begin with 
"ee1.", "ee2.", "ee3.", etc., corresponding to the numbers used as suffixes for the 
"entity_evaluator_class." and "entity_evaluator_stream." properties. 
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Each entity type needs a key attribute, something in the event that will distinguish unique 
entities. A ship entity type might use "mmsi", for example. A "Person" entity might have 
something like “screen_name” or "ssn" or "user_id" for its key attribute. 

● Add the property "ee1.key_attribute_xpath.1", whose value is the EventQuery path for 
that attribute within an event. This will almost certainly match the "path" attribute of one 
of the formFields in the rule form for this event type, and will look something like 
"/attributes/mmsi" or "${user_id}". See the “Entry Query Syntax Guide” for further details. 

● Additionally, create a property "ee1.key_attribute_storage_label.1", whose value is the 
name of the key attribute within the entity, for example, just "mmsi" or "user_id". This 
doesn't have to match anything in the event (but probably should). 

 
It's possible a combination of attributes will be needed to uniquely identify an entity. If this is the 
case, you can add another pair of properties, "ee1.key_attribute_xpath.2" and 
"ee1.key_attribute_storage_label.2" (and more attributes following that pattern, if necessary).  
 
Any number of non-key attributes can be added to an entity; the EntityManager will attach them 
to the entity document and keep them updated with the latest values seen on an entity event. 
For each non-key attribute: 

● Add an "ee1.attribute_storage_label.1" property. 
● Add an "ee1.attribute_xpath.1" property, if the attribute is to be extracted from the 

stream, or add an “ee1.attribute_static_value” property, if the attribute has a fixed value. 
Unlike with key attributes, if a non-key attribute is missing from an event, the other attributes of 
the entity will still be stored/updated. 
 
For any entity attribute, there is an optional property that can be specified in addition to 
"ee1.attribute_storage_label.1" and "ee1.attribute_xpath.1" or “ee1.attribute_static_value”; and 
that is "ee1.attribute_type.1". This property can be specified with a value "long" or "float", for 
attributes with numeric values. This will specify what sort of data type the attribute field will be 
stored as within the entity's Mongo document, and will affect the order entities are displayed in, 
when displayed in sorted order. The default value is "string". 
 
For entities that have geo data for which you'd like to build tracks: 

● Add a property, "ee1.location_xpath", whose value is the EventQuery path of the geo in 
the event to use as the entity's location (usually "/geometries"). 

 
Example: 
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  <stream_in>wmata_stream</stream_in> 

  … 

  <property name="entity_evaluator_class.1" 

value="icg.engine.enrichment.entity.manager.entity.UniqueIDEntityEvaluator"/> 

  <property name="entity_evaluator_stream.1" value="wmata_stream"/> 

 

  <property name="entity_evaluator_class.2" 

value="icg.engine.enrichment.entity.manager.entity.UniqueIDEntityEvaluator"/> 

  <property name="entity_evaluator_stream.2" value="wmata_stream"/> 



 
You can also configure a GeoAnalyticFIlter on the stream so that only certain events participate 
in the entity evaluation. The syntax for that filter is partially described next.  
 

● Add a property, “filter_xpath.1” with a value that is an xpath to the event field that is to be 
filtered on, e.g., “/attributes/screen_name”. 

● Add a property, “filter_list.1” that identifies the path to a list containing screen_names to 
filter for (the path starts from the EngineMain/data folder, and so might be 
“lists/suspectTwitterNames.list”). 
 

 Beware that the GeoAnalyticFilter applies to all streams handled by the 
EntityManagerEnrichment instance, and so limits the number of streams you would probably 
want to handle in that instance to one. For the full description of the GeoAnalyticFilter 
properties, see Section 2.1 in the “Engine Plugins and Configuration Guide”.  

Configuring Relationships 
A relationship is an edge or a connection between two entities whether of the same or different 
type. The EntityManagerEnrichment can specifically create a relationship between entity IDs 
extracted from the event that it is currently handling (and that’s all it can do - other plugins can 
create more disparate connections).  
 
For example, a twitter event might contain a tweet, the screen_name of the tweet author (a 
Person entity) and the screen_names of other twitter entities that have mentioned the tweet, 
e.g., other Person Entities mentioning the author that may or may not already exist in the entity 
collection. If they don’t exist, they will be created as placeholder entities (sans attributes). As 
another example, an event describing a Bus travelling down the street might contain the Route 
on which the Bus is travelling. In this case, the EntityManagerEnrichment might create a Bus 
entity, a Route entity and a relationship between the two entities, which in this case are of 
different types. 
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  … 

  <property name="ee1.entity_type" value="Bus"/> 

  <property name="ee1.locationx_path" value="/geometries"/> 

  <property name="ee1.key_attribute_xpath.1" value="/attributes/vehicleId"/> 

  <property name="ee1.key_attribute_storage_label.1" value="vehicle_id"/> 

  <property name="ee1.attribute_xpath.1" value="/attributes/tripHeadsign"/> 

  <property name="ee1.attribute_storage_label.1" value="trip_headsign"/> 

  <property name="ee1.attribute_xpath.2" value="/attributes/routeId"/> 

  <property name="ee1.attribute_storage_label.2" value="route"/> 

 

  <property name="ee2.entity_type" value="Route"/> 

  <property name="ee2.location_xpath" value="/geometries"/> 

  <property name="ee2.key_attribute_xpath.1" value="/attributes/routeId"/> 

  <property name="ee2.key_attribute_storage_label.1" value="route_id"/> 

 



An EntityManagerEnrichment file contains a section for each relationship to be defined. Begin 
defining a relationship by naming the relationship type. The relationship type must be unique.  
 
Add the following property: 
 

● “re1.relationship_type” with a value that is the name of the relationship (e.g., for the 
relationship between a Bus and a Route, the relationship type might be “vehicle_route”). 

 
For each relationship type to evaluate: 
 

● Ensure that a <stream_in> element exists for each event stream to be monitored. 
● Add a property named "relationship_evaluator_class.1" with the value 

"icg.engine.enrichment.entity.manager.relationship.UniqueIDRelationshipEvaluator",  (or 
the much less common 
"icg.engine.enrichment.entity.manager.entity.UniqueIDHitsEntityEvaluator" used when 
relationships are between entities that are from the event hits array.) 

● Add a property named "relationship_evaluator_stream.1" whose value is the name of the 
event stream that this type of relationship will be extracted from. The value should match 
the value of one of the <stream_in> elements. 

 
Repeat the above for each type of relationship you wish to have, but increment the suffix 
number for each relationship. So, for example, if you wish to have 3 different types of 
relationships, you would add 3 pairs of properties, "relationship_evaluator_class.1" and 
"relationship_evaluator_stream.1", "relationship_evaluator_class.2" and 
"relationship_evaluator_stream.2", and "relationship_evaluator_class.3" and 
"relationship_evaluator_stream.3". 
 
You can have more than one relationship type coming from the same stream. You will need a 
separate "relationship_evaluator_class.n" and "relationship_evaluator_stream.n" pair for each 
relationship type, but you only need one <stream_in> element per stream. 
 
For each relationship type, you will also configure a set of relationship evaluator properties, 
whose names begin with "re1.", "re2.", "re3.", etc., corresponding to the numbers used as 
suffixes for the "relationship_evaluator_class." and "relationship_evaluator_stream." properties. 
 
Each relationship type needs a unique type name, to distinguish it from other relationship types. 
For a relationship, this is done with two properties, and is different than what is done for an 
entity. 

● Add the property "re1.relationship_type" with a value being the unique name for this 
relationship type. Type names are usually something simple, like "Vehicle Route", or 
"Twitter Mention". 
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Each relationship type needs to reference the key attribute of each of the two entities that it 
relates. These are denoted the source entity and the destination entity. For the source entity: 

● Add the property "re1.source_id_xpath", whose value is the EventQuery path for the id of 
the source entity. This will probably be the same as the path of the entity 
key_attribute_xpath for an entity created by this event. 

● Add a property "re1.source_id_storage_label", whose value is the name of the key 
attribute within the entity, for example, “vehicle_id”, "mmsi" or "user_id", and should 
match the key_attribute_storage_lable configured for that entity type. 

 
Similarly, for the destination entity: 

● Add the property "re1.destination_id_xpath", whose value is the EventQuery path for the 
destination entity. This will almost certainly match the "path" attribute of one of the 
formFields in the rule form for this event type, and will look something like 
"/attributes/routeId", /attributes/mmsi”, or "${user_id}". 

● Add a property "re1.destination_id_storage_label", whose value is the name of the key 
attribute within the entity, for example, “route_id”, "mmsi" or "user_id". This should match 
one of the attributes configured for that entity type (usually the key attribute). 

 
Any number of non-key attributes can be added to a relationship; the EntityManager will attach 
them to the entity document and keep them updated with the latest values seen on an entity 
event. For each non-key attribute: 

● Add a "re1.attribute_xpath.n" property or a "re1.attribute_static_value.n"  
● Add a "re1.attribute_storage_label.n" property. 

Unlike with key attributes, if a non-key attribute is missing from an event, the other attributes of 
the entity will still be stored/updated. 
 
Finally, add a property “re1.update” with the value “true” if an existing relationship is to be 
updated, or “false” if a new relationship is to be created whenever an entity-entity relationship is 
determined (e.g., are entities to be related for the same relationship by a single edge or multiple 
edges). 
 
Example: 
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  <property name="relationship_evaluator_class.1" 

value="icg.engine.enrichment.entity.manager.relationship.UniqueIDRelationshipEvaluator"/> 

  <property name="relationship_evaluator_stream.1" value="wmata_stream"/> 

  …  

  <property name="re1.relationship_type" value="vehicle_route"/> 

  <property name="re1.destination_id_xpath" value="/attributes/routeId"/> 

  <property name="re1.destination_id_storage_label" value="route_id"/> 

  <property name="re1.source_id_xpath" value="/attributes/vehicleId"/> 

  <property name="re1.source_id_storage_label" value="vehicle_id"/> 

  <property name="re1.attribute_storage_label.1" value="description"/> 

  <property name="re1.attribute_static_value.1" value="Vehicle Route"/> 

  <property name="re1.update" value="true"/> 



Configuring the UI 
The LUX UI must be configured by an admin to correspond to the configuration of the LUX 
Engine in order for any user to be able to see and use the Entity Management capability. 
 
The UI’s visual presentation of entities is similar to that shown below for WMATA Metrobus 
traffic data. 
 

 
 
A detailed view of an entity occurs when you click on the entity icon in the map. This detailed 
view has four tabs - Attributes, Tracks, Relationships, and Alerts, as shown below. 
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These views requires several configuration steps.  First, configure the Management Console 
“Entity Manager UI” Bus Configuration page, shown below. 
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The fields are discussed in the table below 
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Name The value for this field (“Bus”) must match one of the engine’s 
entity_type values. 

Display Name The name displayed for this entity. 

Popup Content This field contains an html fragment that is used to construct the text 
that pops up when you click on the entity in the Entity Details 
Relationships tab window. The ${...} is macro that is replaced by the 
value of the property it names (see Properties, below). 

Rule Form This dropdown selects the Rule Form that will be used to create a 
rule for this entity. To show up in this dropdown, the Rule Form’s 
Entities property must be true. 

Entity Tail Duration This dropdown selects the time span of the entity tail- the portion of 
track displayed for the entity on the map. 

Properties The properties list is the collection of properties that the entity has in 



 
Once the Entity is defined on the Entity Manager (UI) screen, the entity must be entered into the 
Graph Styles. It may be given a shape and styled on that page, for the three different graph 
styles currently defined. The style is chosen on the Entity Detailed view Relationships tab. 

Defining an entity layer 
An entity layer is created from the Layers “New Entity Layer” button, and edited by right clicking 
the layer name and clicking on the “Open” or “Delete” button. In either case, the following 
screen appears: 
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the entity database. The names in the name column flow directly from 
the attributes defined for the entity in the engine configuration. 

Entity Label One of the properties can be chosen as the Entity label, which is 
displayed on the entity detail relationship view when you click on the 
entity in that view. 

Entity Label Backup If the Entity Label property is not present, the entity label backup 
property selected is used instead. 



You define the entity in the top section on the left; give it a style in the Layer Style section and 
create the layer query in the lower section on the left. There is a “Test Layer Configuration” 
button that is at the bottom of the screen, that will execute the query and return a limited set of 
results on the right side of the page so you can see if any entities are found. The Entity Manager 
UI page’s properties display and searchable fields define what attributes show up on this page 
and whether they participate in the query. The type field defines what the query operations are, 
but must be linked to what type data the engine stores in the entity collection. 

Relationships 
Configuring relationships is almost identical to configuring entities. 

Configuring Mongo 
The engine configures mongo (indexes) based on the EntityManagerEnrichment configurations. 
No manual configuration is required. 
 
Note, however, that if mongo is installed on a different system than the engine, you may need to 
change net.bindIp from 127.0.0.1 to 0.0.0.0 (or set net.bindIpAll to true) in mongo’s 
configuration if you haven’t done so already to allow connections from a system other than the 
one mongo is installed on. See the documentation for mongodb for details. You may also need 
to open port 27017 on that system’s firewall. 
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